
LEARNING WITH FUN 



Introduction 

The learning with fun program is a different approach to classroom learning. The carefully selected the team building 

activities are specifically designed to increase individual and interpersonal skills.  By overcoming team challenges, you 

may turn an ordinary team into a high performing teams.  

Increase team performance! 



Team building activities 

Recommended for indoor 

Recommended for outdoor 

Raft building 

Cardboard boat building and racing 

Ping Pong tube 

Water balloon volley ball 

Walking ski 

Recommended for indoor and outdoor 

Human pyramid 

Jump rope 

Jump 

Balloon balance 

Minefield 

Magic pyramid 

Sumo Wrestling 

I am I have I’ve been 

Toxic waste 

Line me up 

Assembly line 

Human knots 

Ring stack 

Tower of Hanoi 

Transporters 

Weigh order 

Helium stick 



Objectives 

Each team building activity is suitable for a specific 

learning objective. Is it problem solving, creativity, 

leadership or simply getting to know each other  The 

activities are selected upon the clients requirements. 



Schedule 

Agenda 

08:30 Ice breaker: Jump 

08:40 Problem solving: Human knots 

09:00 Strategy: Minefield 

09:15 Role allocation: Tower of Hanoi  

10:00 Coffee break 

10:15   Team support: Ring stack 

11:00 Win-Win: Balloon Balance 

11:45  Cool Down: Circle of excellence 

11:50  Photo shooting  

12:00 End of event 

Please note that this is an example schedule 

and times and activities may change 

depending on the client’s requirements. 



Method 

Briefing and debriefing 

Before the start of each activity, there is a briefing and a 

planning phase. During the briefing, the objective of the 

upcoming activity is provided by Beunite lead facilitator. 

During the planning phase, each team selects a team 

leaders, comes up with a strategy and discusses how to 

best reach the objective.  

During the activity, the teams are being observed by a 

professional trainer. 

After the activity, the teams gather in the meeting room 

and discuss their approach under the guidance of the 

facilitator, who give critical and constructive feed-back 

and who guides the learning process tactfully and with 

skills. 



Target audience 

“This team building event is a perfect mixture of learning and fun and 

ideal for the fun-seeking yet fertile and curious executive or rank and 

file staff.” 



Duration and group size 

The learning with fun program is ideally scheduled over three to four 

hours (half-day) and it is ideal for small to medium-sized groups (10 

people to 100 people). For large groups, we recommend a different 

format.  

The perfect half-day event for small to medium sized 

groups! 



Availability 

Available in 13 countries in Asia and the Middle East! 

 

Myanmar 

Singapore 

Sri Lanka 

Thailand 

Vietnam 

Abu Dabi 

Cambodia 

China 

Dubai  

Hong Kong 

India 

Indonesia 

Laos 



 

Learning 

with fun 

Leadership 

with fun 
Problem solving  

with fun 

Creativity 

with fun 

Time  

Management 

with fun 

Delegation 

with fun 

Communication 

with fun 

Planning 

with fun 

Decision making 

with fun 
Assertiveness 

with fun 

Coaching 

with fun 

Negotiation 

with fun 



+66 (0)2 372 15 11 / +66 (0)84 629 05 07 

info@beunite.com 

www.beunite.com 

 

Beunite Co. Ltd, 254/154 Soi Ramkamheng 112, Saphan Sung, Bangkok, 

10240 Thailand 

Team building events that rock! 


